Abstract. High order mutation analysis of a software engineering benchmark, including schema and local optima networks, suggests program improvements may not be as hard to find as is often assumed. 1) Bitwise genetic building blocks are not deceptive and can lead to all global optima. 2) There are many neutral networks, plateaux and local optima, nevertheless in most cases near the human written C source code there are hill climbing routes including neutral moves to solutions.
. Local optima network of the Triangle Program using 100 random starts (see Section 4.4) . Edges are coloured if they start and end at the same fitness. Insert shows fitness levels edge on. Best (bottom) red 0 (pass all tests), pink 1 (fail only one test), green 2, purple 3, orange 4, brown 5.
Genetic Improvement
Genetic Improvement [1, 2, 3] can be thought of as the use of Search Based Software Engineering (SBSE) [4] techniques, principally genetic programming [5, 6, 7] , to the optimisation of existing (human written) software. GI is often applied to non-functional properties of software but perhaps it is most famous for improving program's functionality, e.g. by removing bugs [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] or adding to its abilities [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . Non-functional improvements that have been considered or results reported include: faster code [23, 24] , code which uses less energy [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] or less memory [35] , and automatic parallelisation [36, 37, 38] and automatic porting [39] and embedded systems [40, 41, 25, 42, 43, 44, 45] as well as refactorisation [46] , reverse engineering [47, 48] and software product lines [49, 50] . There is very much a GI flavour in the air with a three-fold increase in GI publications (as measured by GI papers in the genetic programming bibliography) since the first GI workshop [51] was first mooted (October, 7 2014) 1 . Nonetheless there remains a deal of scepticism in software engineering circles.
One criticism of genetic improvement is that the results are empirical and there is little theoretical underpinning [52] . One of the prejudices holding back software engineering is the assumption that software is fragile. It has been shown in a small number of cases that this fear has been overplayed. Whilst many mutations are highly deleterious, in the few cases reported, many others are not [53] . If presented differently, this idea is not news to software engineers: the failure of software engineering to widely adopt mutation testing [54] is in part due to the presence of many equivalent mutants. But an equivalent mutant is simply a mutation which has no effect, which is exactly what GI has reported! Until recently [55] mutation testing rarely considered more than one change to the source code at a time, whereas GI typically allows high order mutations (which make multiple changes simultaneously). We consider up to 17 th order mutations.
Mostly genetic improvement considers mutations to source code (typically C, C++ or Java [56] ) but similar empirical results have been reported at byte code [57] , assembly [58] and indeed machine code [59, 60] levels.
Due to the dearth of theoretical genetic improvement analysis, we shall study the GI search landscape [61, 62] . Although small (39 lines of C code) we chose the Triangle Program as it is a well known software engineering benchmark and we have used it with mutation testing [55] . Briefly, in mutation testing [54] errors (mutations) like those a human programmer might make are deliberately injected into the program to see if the program's test suite can detect them. Our mutations were to replace numeric comparison operators, e.g., replace == with <=. In the next section we describe a cut down version where there are only two choices for each of the seventeen comparison sites in the Triangle Program. Section 3 presents a schema [63] analysis of the simplified landscape which shows none of the high order schema are deceptive [64] . This suggests that it might be easy for a genetic algorithm (GA) to find solutions. (Section 4.2 adds to this by showing none are strongly deceptive when larger moves are allowed.) We also see (Section 3.3) that there are large plateaux where neighbours have identical fitness. Section 4 returns to allowing all six possible C numeric comparison operations and shows that although solutions are extremely rare, the vastly increased search space is still easy for genetic improvement in the sense that a local search hill climbing algorithm can reach a global optima from almost any low order mutation provided neutral moves are allowed. In contrast search from a random point seldom finds a program that can pass all the test cases. This supports the idea that genetic improvement, where search may start near the good part of the search space, is easier than GP, where search may start from a random point.
Triangle Program Software Engineering Benchmark
The Triangle Program is well studied software engineering benchmark. It can be thought of as a model of unit testing. It classifies triangles as scalene, isosceles, equilateral or not a triangle. We have previously used it to study high order mutation, concentrating particularly on injecting faults which change the numeric comparison operators (<, <=, ==, !=, => and >) [55] . We now consider mutation of all 17 Of the 34 high order schema 2 , 22 have exactly average fitness and contain exactly half the global optima. The other 12 schema either contain no solutions or all of them. In the six schema which contain solutions, on average individuals are better than the average of the whole space. In the other six, the schema average is worse than the average of the whole space. That is, 22 schema have no signal and the remaining 12 are not deceptive. In the best schema (i.e. -11) mutants pass on average 1.813 ±1.015 more tests than its opposite (11) (see also Table 2 ).
Binary Schema Predict All Solutions of the Triangle Program
As the previous section showed, there are twenty two 16-order schema that have exactly average fitness. These correspond to 22/2 = 11 variable gene locations. I.e. locations of *s, where either alternative can be used. Together they can be represented as a 17 − 11 = 6 th order schema by taking their union. This sixth order schema is shown in Table 3 . These 11 * (don't cares) give 2048 combinations (2 11 = 2048) each of which is one of the solutions! An alternative way of looking at this is, once we fix the six mutation sites in the C source code corresponding to the better than average schema in Table 2 we are free to mutate all the others (using our restricted mutation operator, last three rows of Table 1 ) and the new program will return the correct answer for all of the tests (Table 3) . 2 
A 16
th order schema has 16 defined positions [64, page 29] , and one variable * position (length = 17). Whereas a 1 st order mutation is identical to the original except for one change. (256) vertical. 2048 test equivalent mutants (fitness=0) in white. The regular pattern of individuals with the same fitness indicates short building blocks. E.g. the vertical strips 8 pixels wide indicates the first three bits do not impact fitness. In contrast the last but one bit divides the figure into four horizontal stripes, two contain 50 176 mutants which fail 4 or more tests (dark pixels) whilst the others hold all the solutions (white). Fitness distance correlation is 0.45 Table 3 . 6 th order binary schema giving 2048 test equivalent mutations of the Triangle Program. * indicates don't care but a 0 (or 1) means that only the one numeric comparison shown in the next row can be used. The bottom two rows gives the 2 11 alternatives (for the 17 − 6 = 11 *s) which pass all the tests. 
Local Search Landscape of the Binary Space
After full enumeration, we modelled the corresponding landscape as a network, with nodes being mutants and edges linking mutants with only one difference between them. Plateaus, i.e. a connected collection of solutions with the same fitness, were identified using code adapted from [65] , giving Figure 4 . In Figure 4 each rectangular box is a plateau of mutants, whose width is proportional to the number of mutants. Lines between boxes indicate pairs of mutants which differ only by a single bit flip. An edge's width is proportional to the number of such mutants. In the context of this simplified binary version, all mutants can reach at least one other mutant that fails fewer test cases in a single step. There is therefore no point in traversing any plateau to try to escape it. (5) 18432 (9) 24576 (12) 49152 ( 
Original All Comparisons
Sections 2 and 3 described how in [52] we simplified the Triangle Program Software Engineering benchmark to ease analysis of its schema and fitness landscape. From here on we return to the original formulation [55] . Next we evaluate all possible mutations (Figures 5-8) . In Section 4.2 we repeat the binary schema analysis and find when larger moves are allowed there may be deceptive schema. In Section 4.3 we run a local hill climber both, from every part of the search space near the original program, and from samples of higher order mutations, and show that improvements are easy to find. Finally in Section 4.4 we use another local iterated search, which alternates between hillclimbing and random moves, to map the local optima network, see also Figure 1 
Fitness Space of Triangle Program
We evaluated the whole of the search space. If we compare the results in Figure 5 with the same data for the binary subset ( Figure 3 Note, for example, in both cases there is a large peak of mutated programs that fail exactly five tests. Indeed most mutants still pass most tests. As we shall see in Section 4.3, the large fraction of the search space with fitness of exactly five contributes to a huge neutral network. That is, there are many neighbouring programs (i.e. they differ in exactly one comparison) which fail exactly the same number of tests. -The fraction of mutants which fail more than half the tests remains low (albeit finite rather than zero). Indeed only 40 in a million randomly sampled mutations fail all fourteen tests (right end side Figure 5 ). -Considering only first order mutations (Figure 6 ), 16% pass all the tests.
Indeed, as with the smaller search space (shown with dashed line in Figure 6 ) most programs with only one change fail no more than two tests.
High Order Schema Analysis
There are 17 × 6 = 102 16-order schema. We estimated their fitness by randomly sampling each one a million times. The results are given in Table 4 and Figure 7 . Whereas when considering only two options (Section 3.1, Table 2 ) in eleven of the 17 mutation sites both alternative schema had the same average fitness, in only three locations (4, 5 and 6) might all six schema be said to be within sampling noise of the mean fitness of the whole space. Now that we are considering moves that take us further from the original code, we do find weakly deceptive schema. For locations 11, 12, 14, 15 and 17, although none of the 5 × 6 = 30 schema differ strongly from the average, all of the solutions occur in below average schema. (See cluster in centre of Figure 7 .) Also in three more locations (3, 8 and 9), although one or more schema containing solutions are above average, the strongest schema does not contain any solutions. Only in the first two locations is there a strong signal (i.e. > 0.1) leading to any of the solutions. In the remaining four locations (7, 10, 13 and 16) there are solutions in above average schema, but there isn't a strong signal leading to any of them.
Local Search for the Triangle Program
Since all first order mutations are by definition one move away from a solution, in all cases it is possible to hillclimb from any 1 st order mutation to a solution ( Figure 9 ). In the case of 2 nd order mutations, a hill climber can find a program which passes all the test cases in all but two cases (both these local optima fail two tests). For third order there are 133 (0.15% of 3 rd order mutations) and for 4 th 3623 (0.24%) points in the search space from which a solution cannot be reached by hill climbing. For 5 th and 6 th its about 4%, after which the fraction of higher order mutations from which a solution can be reached progressively falls towards zero. Even so in most cases a program which fails only one or two test cases can be found by hill climbing. I.e., in almost all cases hill climbing can improve a mutant from failing five test cases to failing two (Figures 8 and 9 ). 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
Local Optima Networks
Local optima networks are a compact representation of fitness landscapes that can be used for analysis and visualisation [66] . A solution is a local optimum if none of its neighbours have a better fitness value. A full enumeration of the local optima for the Triangle Program is clearly unmanageable. The networks are therefore based on a sample of high-quality local optima in the search space. This is much more of a practical search algorithm than in the previous section, where we treat finding any hill climbing route to a solution as a problem of searching a directed graph and so we include backing up and trying again if it appears no forward progress is possible.
The sampling algorithm is an Iterated Local Search (ILS) which starts from a locally optimal solution and then alternates between a random mutation and a best-improvement hill-climber. The termination criterion is a fixed number of iterations. At each hill climbing step, only non-worsening local moves are accepted. Both the hill-climber and mutation consider the immediate neighbourhood, i.e, a program which differs only in a single comparison.
Edges are directed and based on the mutation operation. There is an escape edge from local optimum i to local optimum j if j is obtained from the mutation of i followed by hill-climbing. The local optima network is the graph where the nodes are the local optima and the edges are the escape edges.
To sample the local optima, we ran an ILS, from 1000 random starting points, with a budget of 10 000 iterations. This generated 2 372 805 unique local minima. Figure 10 presents the proportion of those runs that find a solution that passes all test cases. Figure 10 shows that in many cases the landscape can be easily traversed to reach solutions that pass all test cases. In Figure 11 , the fitness and Hamming distance of each local minima to the unmutated Triangle Program is presented as a sunflower plot. We can observe that solutions need to maintain some similarity to the original program to pass all test cases. In addition, almost all local optima pass > 50% of the test cases. Figure 1 (page 1) shows the local optima network obtained from observing a subset of the sampling described before. We only consider 100 ILS runs and their first 1000 iterations. Since this process generated more than 60 000 nodes and edges, only the edges are plotted for the sake of clarity. Edges are coloured if they start and end at the same fitness. Other edges are painted black. The points are positioned in the x-y plane using a force-directed layout algorithm and the fitness is used for the z axis [67] . The fact that many nodes are at the same level does not necessarily mean that they are part of the same plateau. Nevertheless, we can observe that the fitness levels for 2, 3 and 5 failed test cases are densely populated. In addition, the numerous clear paths between fitness levels provide visual evidence of the relative ease with which the network can be traversed. 
Conclusions
Although the Triangle Program is small, the number of possible Triangle Programs is huge. We have fully explored a regular subset of it. We reduced the size of its search space by considering only potential improvements to the existing code made by replacing its comparisons. Firstly we restricted the comparator mutations. This enabled us to analyse a systematic subset of the whole improvement fitness landscape. Solutions in the subset are still solutions in the full problem. There are many solutions all of which are readily found by high order schema analysis. Since we use only the number of tests passed there are few fitness levels and as expected there are large plateaux of neutral moves.
Secondly we returned to allowing all possible comparisons. This greatly increases the size of the search space. By allowing more moves we are further from the human written starting point and now schema analysis suggests global search (e.g. via a genetic algorithm) may be deceived. On the other hand, local search (including neutral moves) remains easy near the start point but its chance of finding a solution falls as we move further from the human code. Nonetheless even from a totally random starting point, hill climbing can improve test based fitness.
These results suggest that the program improvement fitness landscape is not as difficult to search as is often assumed.
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